INTRODUCTION
SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences online library for students and researchers at all levels—undergraduates, post-graduates, teachers, and professors.
With over 4,400 award-winning titles from SAGE Books, SAGE Reference, CQ Press,
and Corwin, the platform offers an interdisciplinary social science book and reference
titles published from 1994 to the current day with annual frontlist upgrades.

When should I use SAGE Knowledge?

« Find SAGE, CQ Press, or Corwin eBook
« Search for a quick explanation of a term
or concept

« Get help identifying key research
« Find in-depth overviews of topics
across the social sciences

In depth coverage of the following subject areas:
• Business (575+ titles)
• Counseling (350+ titles)
• Criminology (210+ titles)
• Education (1,000+ titles)
• Geography (110+ titles)
• Health & Social Care (330+ titles)
• Media/Communication (420+ titles)
• Political Science (480+ titles)
• Psychology (290+ titles)
• Sociology (580+ titles)
SAGE Knowledge contains information suited to all levels of researchers, from
undergraduate students starting their first projects to the most senior faculty.
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PRODUCT TOUR
The platform has many tools to simplify the research process:
• Table of contents navigation
• Email Chapter Link and Share features for social sites
• Ability to easily change text size
• Chapter print and PDF download options
• Citation options including export to End Note, RefWorks and
other citation manager software

Let’s take a look at at the different sections of the platform.
We’ll start with Browse Topics.

Clear navigation options
Most people will simply type in their
query into the search bar, but SAGE
Knowledge also has clear browse
options. These also signal to the user
what kind of site it is and what content
is included.
The navigation options are echoed
throughout the site in the top rail.

Search
Search results include books, dictionary
entries, chapters, encyclopedia entries,
major works and handbooks. Each
search result shows a snippet of the full
text and search terms are highlighted in
this text
Searches can be saved by clicking on
the floppy disk icon. The saved search
remembers the search parameters users
can execute again in the future from the
"My Knowledge" area.
Citations can be exported
for every result in a search
by clicking on the purple
"Cite all" button
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Options to further refine the
results are on the right rail, by
type of content, subject area,
publication date or keyword
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Within the book/encyclopedia

There is an option to
“Search with chapter”

On the right rail—related
keywords are suggested, and
further down this rail there is a
link to other books by author

Videos

If you are in a title with
video, you will see the
“video button".
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Many of our newer titles now include
multimedia such as video, which include
full transcripts.
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Sage Navigator
In a world where Google churns out 20
million results per query, SAGE Navigator,
hosted on SAGE Knowledge, provides a
place for users to locate only the best of
the scholarship in the field or topic and
includes literature from over 1,000
publishers.
Key Elements
These are more than ‘guides’ based
on the Major Works with 50-150 recommended pieces of literature, totaling over
21,000 key readings. Links to the full text
of non-SAGE content are provided where
available, which should be accessible to
users who have already authenticated
through the library interface.

u
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SAGE Navigator landing page: Browse or search within SAGE
Navigator titles only.
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Overview: Each title includes an overview of the discipline, where the
editor explains how he or she selected the readings.

w

Key readings: A chronology gives the user the opportunity to visualize development of research. It shows the categories that the editor
defined as most important, plotted on a timeline. The key section and
colored dots, each of which represents a key reading, are designed to
help researchers recognize patterns within the topic
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Users can then select the readings listed to review an abstract of the
journal article; and click on “Full text” and get taken to the full article
on the publisher’s site. They will be able to read the full article If their
institution has a subscription.

SAMPLE COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
SAGE Knowledge provides books and reference content across the social science
curriculum, which can be utilized by students discovering these topics on their own,
or by faculty recommending supplementary texts for use.

Area: B.S in Health Studies—General Program
To successfully navigate the ever-evolving healthcare field, today’s health professionals can benefit from a solid foundation in the health sciences. Walden’s B.S. in Health
Studies General Option gives you the opportunity to custom-tailor a course of study
to support your career goals. Whether you’re currently working in a health-related
field, are seeking to complete a bachelor’s degree, or are just starting your college
studies, the B.S. in Health Studies General Option offers you the flexibility to explore a
range of topics in healthcare, including global and public health, epidemiology, health
promotion, and interdisciplinary perspectives on healthcare delivery.
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Core Courses
• Concepts of Health Promotion

• Aging Across the Lifespan

• Behavioral and Cultural Issues in
Healthcare

• Health Informatics

• Principles of Epidemiology

• Ethical and Legal Issues in Healthcare

• Context of Healthcare Delivery

• Interdisciplinary Perspectives in
Healthcare

• Introduction to Research Methods and
Analysis

• Current Issues in Healthcare
Policy and Practice

• Behavioral and Cultural Issues in
Healthcare

• Public and Global Health

Selection of SAGE Knowledge titles that support core courses
• Encyclopedia of Human Development
• Handbook of Social Studies in Health
and Medicine
• AGE Handbook of Healthcare Ethics
• Sharing Assessment in Health and
Social Care: A Practical Handbook for
Inter-professional Working

• Encyclopedia of Social Science
Research Methods
• Health Promotion Settings: Principles
and Practice
• Settings for Health Promotion: Linking
Theory and Practice
• Key Concepts in Public Health

• Encyclopedia of School Health

• Health Promotion Practice

• Encyclopedia of Lifestyle Medicine &
Health

• Values, Ethics and Health Care

• Handbook of Work Stress

Area: Associate of Arts with a Concentration in Criminal Justice
Explore the world of criminal justice with an Associate of Arts with a concentration in
Criminal Justice* degree from University of Phoenix. This is a great way to start your
journey into the field of criminal justice, corrections or security. In addition to building
a solid foundation by studying policing practices, the court system, corrections and
juvenile justice, you’ll develop sought-after critical-thinking skills as well as invaluable
leadership abilities. All of the courses in our associate degree in criminal justice are
updated regularly to ensure real-world relevance and are taught by leaders in the field
of criminal justice and security.
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Selection of SAGE Knowledge titles that support core courses
• Criminal Justice
• Criminal Justice and Crime Control
• Counseling Criminal Justice Offenders
• Race and Criminal Justice

• Information Technology and the
Criminal Justice System
• A History of Modern American
Criminal Justice

• Criminal and Social Justice

• Comparative Criminal Justice: Making
Sense of Difference

• Criminal Law and Criminal Justice:
An Introduction

• Grantsmanship for Criminal Justice
and Criminology

• Understanding Criminal Justice:
Sociological Perspectives

• Snapshots of Research: Readings in
Criminology and Criminal Justice

Area: Bachelor of Education Program: Elementary
Our goal is to prepare teacher candidates to become highly effective and skilled
professional teachers who continue to learn and develop expertise through inquiry
and reflective practice. Utilizing a strong research base, a focus on the learner, close
connections with field partners and a commitment to modeling responsive, innovative teaching practice, the program is designed to assist teacher candidates construct
professional knowledge and develop deep understanding of teaching and learning
for the diverse needs of our communities.
Core Courses
• Teacher Education Seminar

• Curriculum and Instruction Courses

• Psychological Foundations of Learning
and Development

• Related Studies Course

• School and Society

• Practicum
• Internship

Selection of SAGE Knowledge titles that support core courses
• 4 Powerful Strategies for Struggling
Readers Grades 3-8: Small Group
Instruction that Improves Comprehension
• Bringing Poetry Alive: A Guide to
Classroom Practice
• Creative Ways to Teach Literacy: Ideas
for Children aged 3 to 11
• Cross-Curricular Approaches to
Teaching and Learning
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• Dealing with Feeling: An Emotional
Literacy Curriculum for Children Aged
7-13, Second Edition
• Developing Caring Relationships
among Parents, Children, Schools, and
Communities
• Developing Number Knowledge:
Assessment, Teaching & Intervention
with 7–11-Year-Olds
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• Developing Writing for Different Purposes: Teaching about Genre in the
Early Years

• Making Connections in Elementary and
Middle School: Social Studies, Second
Edition

• Effective Strategies for Teaching in K-8
Classrooms

• Autism and Early Years Practice,
Second Edition

• Exploring Talk in School: Inspired by
the Work of Douglas Barnes

• Building Better Behaviour in the
Early Years

• How to Teach Thinking and Learning
Skills: A Practical Programme for the
Whole School

• Children and Citizenship
• Children's Play
• Cognitive Development Today:
Piaget and His Critics

• Learning and Teaching in the Primary
Classroom

• Counseling and Supporting Children
in Distress

• Learning to Teach Reading
• Literacy Goes to School: The Parents'
Role in Young Children's Literacy
Learning

• Creative Activities for the Early Years
• Handbook of Early Childhood Literacy

SAMPLE SEARCHES
u
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Health Promotion

u

Women Today
Business Ethics
Curriculum
Crime and the Media

v
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